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The efficacy of topical insulin application on rat model with burn wounds treated with adipose-derived stem cells
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Abstract: Overall, major burn wounds may require special care and long-term hospitalization as they not only bring complications from the wound itself, but may also compromise the immune system, or even other organs. Previous studies have indicated that topical insulin cream shortened wound closure time in second-degree burns in rats. Transplanted adipose-derived stem cells (AD-MSCs) have been developed as an alternative to treat burns and to accelerate the healing process. The aim of the present study is to investigate the effect of topical insulin gel, associated with AD-MSCs intradermal administration to heal second-degree burn wounds in rat models who were subjected to second-degree dorsal burns. The models were divided into four groups (n = 10 per group): placebo gel (C), topical insulin gel (TI), topical insulin gel and adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells (TlMSCs) and placebo gel and adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells (CMSCs). Wounds were assessed on a daily basis and histological evaluations were made on 5 animals from each group on the seventh and fourteenth day. There was a significant macroscopic decrease in burn wound areas in the Control (P = 0.0083), TlMSCs and CMSCs (P = 0.042) groups between the seventh and fourteenth days. The TI treatment did not show any significant change (P > 0.05) throughout this same period. The histological analysis showed significant granulation tissue formation in CMSCs and TlMSCs (P = 0.02235) treatments during the experimental period. According to the results, intradermal administration of allogenic AD-MSCs in experimental second-degree burns for short periods of time in the rat model has contributed to reducing the inflammatory phase duration, improving wound re-epithelialization, tissue granulation and wound contraction, as well as increasing collagen deposition.
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Introduction

Wound healing process includes important phases, namely: coagulation, inflammation, angiogenesis (new blood vessels), granulation (re-epithelialization) and fibroblast proliferation (remodeling) [1]. This process depends on the development of granulation tissue in the wound bed due to the presence of connective tissue and the formation of new blood vessels that derive from pre-existing blood vessels in the injured area. These new blood vessels provide oxygen and nutrients to the injured area, since these elements are necessary for normal wound healing [2]. Severe burns can induce stress hyperglycemia, which has negative influence on the healing process and decreases the quality of the wounds [3]. High glucose levels can trigger complications that delay the healing process, as well as primary neuropathy and generalized degenerative changes in the blood vessels, which lead to vascular insufficiency. Infections are more frequent in severely burned or diabetic patients [4]. Hyperglycemia can cause the formation of advanced glycation end products (AGEs) that act to the detriment of protein function, mainly of collagen, by greatly delaying wound healing [5]. Burn patients encounter exacerbated risk of experiencing failure during the healing process, as well as
decreased quality of life and higher health care costs. These complicating events were the trigger for researchers to develop several techniques, such as laser therapy and split-thickness skin grafts [6, 7], topical insulin application [8-12] and mesenchymal stem cells [13-18] to improve and accelerate the healing process.

Many growth factors, such as the epidermal growth factor (EGF), the transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) and the platelet derived growth factor (PRP), have been used to accelerate wound healing in animals, but at higher costs [19, 20]. Benefits, such as inflammation reduction, increased collagen deposition, wound re-epithelialization acceleration and granulation tissue growth improvements, which were observed in previous human and animal burn wound healing assessment studies on diabetic or non-diabetic subjects, highlight the important role played by insulin in wound healing [21-23]. Studies have shown that application of low doses of topical insulin stimulates the migration of keratinocytes and the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), thus accelerating re-epithelialization and angiogenesis [8, 24, 25]. Current studies into Mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) immunomodulation and wound support in other diseases provide additional insights into the beneficial properties of MSCs. Numerous experimental animal studies have shown the therapeutic potential of MSCs and their safety and efficacy in vivo, which motivated the interest in developing the present study [26]. The ability to distinguish several cell types leads to angiogenesis development, to the secretion of the extracellular matrix and, consequently, to healing process acceleration [16, 27]. The potential of these cells to secrete cytokines, such as TGF-β, IL-10, IL-6, chemokines (CCL2, CCL5, CXCL12) and growth factors (VEGF, IGF, bFGF, SDF, HGF) that help the healing process is another key feature determining their use in diabetic ulcers and burn wounds [28, 29]. Adipose-derived stem cells (ASCs) can accelerate wound-healing in acid burn skin injury [30], as well as the treatment of pressure ulcers [31], thermal burns [32] and full-thickness skin wounds [33]. As skin wounds happen on its surface, one must take care to avoid transplanted cell loss due to misinterpretation of therapeutic effects. Therefore, stem cells injections should be standardized so that the cells could remain longer on subcutaneous wounds to allow better interpreting of the collected data.

The aims of the present study were to evaluate the effect of local gel insulin administration associated, or not, with adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells (AD-MSCs) to regenerate burn wounds in rat models and to establish the potential of topical insulin gel associated with AD-MSCs to accelerate the wound healing process in these models, as well as to determine whether the AD-MSCs transplantation method is effective to treat superficial cutaneous wounds.

Materials and methods

Animals and study design

The study was approved by the Ethics Committee on the Use of Animals (CEUA) at the Federal University of Mato Grosso do Sul (UFMS). The experiment was conducted in compliance with the ethical principles adopted by the Brazilian College of Animal Experimentation (COBEA). Forty-two ten-week-old female and male Wistar rats weighing 250 gm ± 40 gm were provided by the Animal Laboratories of the Biology Institute at UFMS. Rats remained in clean and appropriate numbered individual cages throughout the experiment and were stored under controlled room temperature (22°C) at 12-hour night/day cycles. Animals had free access to standard rodent chow and water ad libitum for 2 weeks before the experiments. Two rats were maintained for AD-MSC isolation and culture. Forty rats were subjected to skin burning and divided into four groups (n = 10 per group): burned rats treated with placebo gel (C); burned rats treated with topical insulin gel (TI); burned rats treated with topical insulin gel and adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells (TIMSCs) and burned rats treated with placebo gel and adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells (CMSCs). Wounds were assessed on a daily basis between the 7th and 14th days after the burning procedure. Five (5) animals from each group were subjected to histological evaluations on the 7th day after burning and 5 animals underwent the same evaluations on the 14th day.

Experimental burn model

Wistar rats were anesthetized with intraperitoneal injection of 1 μg/g solution at a concen-
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A retrospective study was conducted to assess the efficacy of insulin in the treatment of burn wounds. The study involved 10 rats, which were divided into two groups: a control group and an insulin group. Insulin was administered in a concentration of 1:1 (v/v) 10% ketamine (Ketalex, Rhobifarma, Hortolândia, Brazil) and 20 mg/ml xylazine (Xilazin, Rhobifarma, Hortolândia, Brazil) before the burn injuries were induced. Analgesics such as tramadol (10 mg/kg) and dipyrone (100 mg/kg) were subcutaneously administered to the rat models twice a day for 3 days after the burning procedure. Rats were taken back to their respective cages after the analgesic was administered and each group of models was further divided into 2 subgroups for histological purposes (Day 7 and Day 14, n = 5 each). All animals were housed in individual cages after the burning procedure in order to avoid new wounds resulting from injuries caused by other rats.

The burn model was performed based on preestablished rat models with some modifications. A metal plate was developed to create an experimental model for the burning procedure and kept in a dry water bath device (Marconi, Dry Block, MA 4004, Piracicaba, Brazil) to standardize the burn wounds. Hair in the dorsal region of the rats was shaved before applying the burning plate, which was sanitized with 10% povidone iodine and 70% alcohol. Rats were subjected to second-degree skin burning through moderate pressure of the metal plate (1.3 × 1.3 cm), which was heated to 140°C, against the animal’s dorsal area for 20 s. The placebo or the insulin gel were administered to the burned area right after inflicting the wound (Day 0) and administered daily until the end of the experiment. Rats treated with mesenchymal stem cells (approximately 4 × 10^6 cells administered through intradermal injection to the burn wound) only received this therapy once before gel application. Wound beds in animals in all groups were topically treated with 0.2 ml of topical insulin gel or placebo on a daily basis. A macroscopic evaluation of the wounds detected no signs of infection, a moist appearance and evidence of secondary intention healing.

Insulin and placebo gel

The used gel was prepared in a private pharmaceutical laboratory. It was composed of purified water (100 ml qsp), carbomer 940 (1.5%), propylene glycol (3%) and sodium hydroxide solution qsp (10%, pH 5); this formula was used as control, and the insulin gel was developed with the addition of 0.5 IU/100 g of insulin.

Adipose tissue harvesting and MSC isolation and culture

Two rats were euthanized with an overdose of isoflurane. Visceral adipose tissue was collected and washed three to four times with PBS and suspended in collagenase solution (2 mg collagenase/mL HEPES medium) at 2 mL solution/g adipose tissue - this solution was cultured overnight at 37°C with 5% CO₂. Enzymatic activity was neutralized with DMEM low glucose (Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium-Gibco Life Technologies) with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco Life Technologies). The infranant was centrifuged at 1200 rpm for 10 min at room temperature in order to pellet the cells. Cells were filtered to remove debris and seeded on tissue culture plates for further expansion. Cell cultures were kept in DMEM low glucose supplemented with 10% FBS and antibiotic-antimycotic solution at 37°C with 5% CO₂. The culture medium was changed every 2 days. The cells were trypsinized (0.025% trypsin) and plated at density of 5000 cells/cm² after reaching approximately 80% confluence. This procedure was repeated every time cell confluence reached 80%. The cells were ready to be administered after two passages and injected right after trypsinization. Three flasks of cells were divided into two sterile tubes for adipogenic, osteogenic and chondrogenic differentiation.

Adipogenic, osteogenic and chondrogenic differentiation assays

Specific osteogenic and chondrogenic media, STEMPRO Osteogenesis and STEMPRO Condrogenesis Differentiation Kits (Invitrogen) were used for differentiation assay, whereas DMEM low glucose supplemented with fetal bovine serum, insulin, indomethacin, dimethyl sulfoxide, rosiglitazone, and dexamethasone was used for adipogenic differentiation. Cells selected for adipogenic and osteogenic differentiation were stored for 14 days on four plates at density of 2 × 10^5 cells/cm²; the medium was changed three times a week. The chondrogenic differentiation was performed as three-dimensional pellet culture in two sterile 15-ml conical tubes at 1 × 10^6 cells/cm² and stored for 21 days. Cell differentiations were confirmed through staining with Oil Red O for adipogenic differentiation, through Alizarin Red staining for osteogenic differentiation and through
hematoxylin, eosin and toluidine blue for chondrogenesis differentiation.

**Burn wound measurement**

Clinical assessments were carried out to evaluate wound size in all rats. Wound appearance was assessed through digital images taken with a digital camera Sony Cyber-Shot (Model DSC-Rx100 20.2 MP Vario-Sonnar F1.8), which was kept at a fixed distance (30 cm) from the injured area. The images had the same resolution and were taken under the same lighting conditions on a daily basis. Wound measurements were taken in the CorelDrawX8 software. Initially, the images were positioned according to real measurements by using the first wound measurements, which were compatible to the iron branding as parameter (1.3 cm × 1.3 cm). Measurement alternation of 1.4 cm × 1.3 cm, on average must be taken into account because burn wound size increases depending on the move of used instruments, although it does not interfere with healing comparatives. Molds of the body structure of the rat models were made based on the image taken at day 0 and applied to images of the same group taken on the following days. It is essential to emphasize that some artifact generators were inevitable, namely: rats’ posture, weight and angulation. The renderization of rats’ body traces on day 0 was applied to images that were visually different to minimize this artifact; therefore, standardizing the body features made it possible to compare the healing processes. Animals were euthanized with an isoflurane overdose before skin sample collection at the previously mentioned intervals (Day 7 and Day 14). A wound sample from each animal in each group on each tested day was collected for histological analysis. A skin layer at full thickness (standard edge, healthy skin and burn wound 1.0 cm × 1.0 cm) was removed with a scalpel. The pathologist processed each specimen without any information about the evaluated groups, rat models or time in order to avoid possible biases.

**Histological procedures**

Two scales were used for the quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the healing process presented by the burn wounds. The first scale was based on inflammation degree and measured the wound sizes, whereas the second one was a subjective inflammation scale. Wounded skins were sampled and fixed in 10% neutral-buffered formalin, as well as routinely processed and embedded in paraffin for histological analyses. Three-micrometer paraffin sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and used to assess wound structure. A qualitative method was used to assess the wound structure. Re-epithelialization, polymorph nuclear leucocytes (PMNL, inflammatory cells), granulation tissue (thickness of granulation layer) and collagen (filamentary and acellular quantification were graded from 0 to 3 (Table 1). The histological and macroscopic scores were calculated by the Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn post-test, which were adopted as statistical analyses to compare means within the C, CMSCs, TICMSs and TI groups over time (on days 0, 1, 5, 7, 14) and to evaluate the histological parameters (on days 7 and 14). The “C group” was considered as baseline for the groups’ means analyses, “day 0” for time analyses and “day 7” for histological parameters. Differences were significant at P < 0.05. Statistical analysis was performed using Past 3.20 software.

**Results**

Superficial second-degree burns were generated on the back of all rats subjected to the four assessed treatments. Overall, the surface extension of the lesion was similar in the control and treatment groups shortly after the superficial burn (Day 0). Daily analysis allowed for detailed evaluation of the rat burn wound characteristics throughout the healing process. Although the microbiological analysis was not carried out, the clinical assessment showed...
that the wounds were clean and without evident signs of infection.

**Differentiation of AD-MSCs cells**

AD-MSCs successfully differentiated the adipocytes, osteocytes and chondrocytes and the efficiency of the protocols was confirmed by morphological changes observed in these cells. Alizarin Red stained the calcium deposit in the extracellular matrix, and this outcome confirmed the osteogenic differentiation shown in Figure 1B. The adipogenic differentiation shown in Figure 1D was confirmed by cells exhibiting typical intracellular and red-stained lipid vacuoles, which was validated through Oil Red O staining. Controlled cells (Figure 1A, 1C). The chondrogenic differentiation (Figure 1F) was confirmed through the intense extracellular matrix production in the differentiated pellets. Only isolated cells were observed in the control pellets (Figure 1E).

**Macrosopic images**

The images of the wounds made it possible to analyze the evolution of the healing process. The burned areas increased in all treatment groups until the 7th evaluation day, and it was confirmed by the necrotic tissue progression at the edges of the wounds. There was a significant burn wound area decrease in animals in groups C (P = 0.0083), TIMSCs and CMSCs (P = 0.042) between the 7th and 14th days. There was no significant change (P > 0.05) due to the TI treatment throughout this period (Figures 2, 3).

**Histological analysis**

The histological analysis showed a trend of burn wound evolution improvement in animals subjected to CMSCs and TIMSCs treatments during the experimental period. There were no significant differences (P > 0.05) between the records of re-epithelialization (P = 0.5291), PMNL (P = 0.7185) and collagen (P = 0.8707) between treatments on the analyzed days in C, TI, TIMSCs and CMSCs treatments. Granulation tissue formation was significant (P < 0.05) in CMSCs and TIMSCs treatments (P = 0.02235) during the experimental period (Figures 4, 5).
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Figure 2. Representative images of wound healing at different points in time after second-degree skin burns were generated on the back of the model rats. Wound size significantly reduced in groups C (P = 0.0083), TIMSCs and CMSCs (P = 0.042). There was no significant change (P > 0.05) during this period in the TI treatment. Area measurements taken with a Sony Cyber-Shot (Model DSC-Rx100 20.2 MP _Vario-Sonnar F1.8).

Figure 3. Wound healing percentage recorded for C- (n = 10), CMSCs- (n = 10), TI- (n = 10) and TIMSCs-treated (n = 10) groups on days 0, 1, 5, 7, and 14 after burning. Non-parametric tests (Kruskal-Wallis followed by Dunn’s tests) were used to evaluate the statistical significance of the results (P < 0.05). Different letters (a, b or c) above the columns indicate significant difference between the groups.

Discussion

Burn treatments are problematic because of several complications such as protective barrier losses, delayed healing, oxidative stress and exuberant inflammation. Protective barrier losses cause greater loss of fluids and, in most cases, may lead to bacterial sepsis.

Nowadays, MSC has been used in numerous clinical studies due to its features, which include hematopoiesis support, the ability to distinguish several cell lineages, pro-growth secretion and survival factors, and its immunomodulatory and anti-inflammatory capacity [34-36]. Burn wound healing is hampered by the wound itself, which creates a barrier to prevent cytokine migration and growth factors that are essential for good wound healing processes [37]. It is known that
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A preliminary meta-analysis with randomized controlled trials compared topical insulin administration with standard treatments on diabetic rats. The macroscopic analysis of the burn wounds carried out in the current study evidenced that CMSCs and TIMSCs treatments significantly decreased the dry crust area of the wounds and accelerated the healing process. However, this decrease was not observed in animals subjected to the TI treatment at the herein adopted studied times. One study showed that topical insulin accelerated the healing process in diabetic rats by modulating the inflammatory response and repairing cellular function [40]. It is well-known that the appropriate inflammatory response is the essential feature to achieve the correct wound healing response. Abnormal inflammatory responses have negative influence on wound healing, and these responses are observed in burn wounds or in diabetic patients [41]. Many studies have shown the beneficial effects of topical insulin on wound healing [21-25]. The current results assumingly derived from the inappropriate formulation and manipulation of the insulin gel used in the present study. Another supposition lies on the fact that the herein adopted experimental model counted on non-diabetic rats, and many previous studies have shown the benefits of the treatments on diabetic rats. It can be stated that topical insulin may have more effect on diabetogenic wounds. Azevedo et al. [42] achieved excellent results due to topical insulin administration in burned areas of diabetic rats, but they did not inform the adopted gel formulation for patent reasons; therefore, it may have influenced the action of insulin as a suitable vehicle.
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Figure 5. Post-wounding skin repair; Day 14. Groups C and CMSCs exhibited greater wound contraction than TIMSCs and TI. Wound bed in these groups is clearly pale to lightly basophilic due to the large amount of granulation tissue (grade 3 and 2, respectively) and to fibroblast abundance. H&E. Bar in the left-hand column, 2000 µm. Bar in the right-hand column, 250 µm.

ministration to wounds with normal saline, but studies conducted in this field were preliminary; therefore, it was difficult to draw any conclusions about the topical use of insulin to treat wounds [43]. Burn wounds in the test rats have shown granulation tissue formation and re-epithelialization on the fourteenth evaluation day in CMSCs and TIMSCs treatments. MSCs present several beneficial factors for wound healing, such as their ability to migrate to the injury or inflammation sites, to participate in damaged tissue regeneration, to stimulate the proliferation and differentiation of resident progenitor cells, to recover injured cells through the secretion of growth factor and matrix remodeling and to exert immunomodulatory and anti-inflammation effects [44]. Early granulation tissue formation and re-epithelialization are fundamental factors for cutaneous wound healing because they cover the surface of the wound, protect and nourish the wounds, as well as are basically composed of fibroblasts, new capillaries and infiltrated inflammatory cells. The analysis conducted on Day 7 detected burn wounds with granulation tissue with fibroblasts and on Day 14 contraction in wounds with large amounts of granulation tissue and abundant fibroblasts, both for the CMSC treatment. Based on these results, AD-MSC administration increased cell proliferation and led to enhanced burn wound regeneration. Previous studies have shown that AD-MSCs can accelerate wound healing in acid burn skin injuries, in thermal burns and in full-thickness skin wounds [30, 32, 33] associated with increased angiogenesis, reepithelialization and decreased inflammation [27]. The present research showed clinically relevant local inflammation 5-7 days after MSC injection, and this outcome may suggest the permanence of these cells at least during this period. After these 5-7 days, the inflammatory reaction decreased and dry crust formation started. Burn wounds cause significant damage to the capillaries due to consequent thrombotic/inflammatory disorders that cause homeostasis maintenance losses. However, MSCs remained in the wounds for 25 days after topical application and such response may have contributed to wound healing [41].

Based on the present results, the effect of AD-MSCs injections was beneficial for tissue
formation in second-degree burns in rats and, amazingly, this process was induced by granulation tissue acceleration and increased fibroblast proliferation, which probably increased the deposition of collagen fibers. The current study had several limitations. Firstly, an immunohistochemical analysis was not carried out to evaluate neovascular formation and fibroblast differentiation in burn wound beds. Secondly, only short-term results were evaluated and it impaired the forecast of long-term results; finally, the use of an animal model in a relatively small sample.

**Conclusion**

According to the results, AD-MSCs are beneficial to heal early stage burn wounds in rats. Intradermal administration of allogenic AD-MSCs in experimental second-degree burns for short periods of time in rat model has contributed to reducing the inflammatory phase duration, improving wound re-epithelialization, tissue granulation and wound contraction, as well as to increasing collagen deposition. Further studies with larger samples and longer observation periods are necessary to test the herein assessed treatments as regenerative therapy to patients affected by deep burns.
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